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LBS Board Fellows Programme is an
initiative revived by Sarah Page. Who
past the torch to fellow LBS EMBA
student Susan Yu, to be President of the
LBS BFP (Sept 2021) as she was integral
in growing the programme.

Susan joined the team in Nov 2020 as
VP Head of Charities, due to her focus
on paving the way for LBS students, to
give back to the community, by
applying their knowledge learned from
their studies.

Who We Are



Matched fellows & charities appreciate
volunteering efforts of LBS’s candidates,
while they learn about Corporate
Governance, as they shadow the board or
receive a NED board role.

We believe that fostering future leaders is
being accountable corporate citizens &
instilling accountability in leadership
actions. Our programme focuses on
corporate social responsibility, alongside
giving back to the community.

A reminder of the social duty that should
continue post graduation & through-out
our careers.

What We Do



Why 
Partner 

With Us?



Below listed is how LBS Board Fellows can help charities across 
different spectrums!

Benefits



Statistics



LBS Student Programme



The Board Fellows Programme matches students with boards of mainly non-profit
organisations. Fellows will have the opportunity to design and implement new
strategies and gain exposure to senior business leaders over 6-24 months.

Fresh, innovative
perspectives from
diverse industries.

Foster next
generation of
leaders and
donors.

Cutting edge student
technical knowledge
and prowess.

Receive a professional
quality strategic
deliverable for free.

Develop community
leadership skills and
charitable relationships
earlier in their careers.

Build real-world
experience in the
non-profit space.

NGO’s STUDENTS

How We Do It



Meet The Team



NGO’s 
Onboarded



We use gardening to bring about
positive changes in the lives of people
living with disabilities or ill health, or who
are isolated, disadvantaged or
vulnerable.



Mayday provides direct support through
the PTS, which works alongside people
going through tough times, providing
person-led, transitional, and strength-
based support.



A scalable, localized action framework for
natural capital regeneration, Rural Futures
visualizes communities as the primary
stewards of habitat restoration &
management. Through habitat-
mediated incomes, communities achieve
greater socioeconomic mobility,
generating a self-sustaining loop
of sustainable incomes and businesses
for forest-fringe communities.



England has one of the lowest literacy
rates in the developed world. Illiteracy on
this scale has a serious impact on our
society, reducing life expectancy in
communities affected and
the competitiveness of our economy. We
want to help break this cycle and set
children up to succeed early.



Fellow
Testimonials



“It’s been a great journey from LBS BFP to my
current NED role at Thomas Academy. As an
LBS candidate completing a Master of
Finance. I found the board role very
supportive of my leadership growth, & in
return I’ve been able give back my
knowledge in finance.”

“I would recommend any potential fellow, &
not for profit organisation to join the LBS BFP
partnership. From my point of view, it’s been,
& still is a satisfying collaboration for both
parties.”

Jonny Carter



“My time as a LBS Board Fellow with L2C has
been a wonderfully rewarding experience.
During my tenure I’ve provided strategic
direction in the development of L2C’s corporate
partnership offering. Currently I’m supporting
the development of their online child
exploitation service.

I’ve had the opportunity to deliver tangible
impact, expand my understanding of non-profit
governance, & has empowered me to increase
my work in the non-profit space, as a board
member of an ethical tech brand. I’ve much to
take away from this opportunity & look forward
to continuing this kind of work.”

Stephanie Rodriguez



“I’m an MBA 2022 & focused on building my
leadership experience & network. I was grateful
that LBS BFP placed me on my board member
role at Right 2 Thrive. Not only is it an amazing
cause to be a part of, but I’m grateful that I can
give back with my business knowledge.”

“I’d recommend LBS BFP to any not-for-profit or
fellow looking for a symbiotic relationship. So far,
it’s been a balanced & fulfilling partnership & I
couldn’t ask for more.”

James Austin



Charity
Testimonials



“We’re very happy with our Board Fellow
placement at Thomas Academy and looking
forward to growing with London Business
School Board Fellows Programme.”

Board Member at Thomas Academy

Sam Merullo



“Pilotlight has had an excellent experience
working with the LBS Board Fellows
Programme. Alexis at LBS BFP was extremely
professional, and it was wonderful to
collaborate in such an open and productive
way.”

Programme Manager, Pilot Light

Lucy White



Contact



@lbs_boardfellows

Instagram



LBS Board Fellows 
Programme

LinkedIn



www.lbs-bfp.com

Website

Currently being re-branded so please bear with us.



LBS Board Fellows Programme

London Business School,
Regents Park,
London,
NW1 4SA

T: 07780532180
E: syu.embals2022@london.edu

Contact


